First-principles calculations based on density functional theory are performed on graphene/BN and BN bilayers to investigate the effect of the strain on their energy gaps. For the graphene/BN bilayer, the bands have characteristic graphenelike features with a small band gap at K. Application of strain modulates the band gap, whose magnitude depends on the strength of interaction between constituent monolayers. For the BN bilayer, on the other hand, a large band gap is predicted, which remains nearly the same for small strains. The increased inhomogeneity in charge density of different carbon sublattices due to a stronger interplanar interaction is the cause of the predicted variation in the band gap with strains applied along the perpendicular direction in the graphene/BN bilayer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a two-dimensional monoatomic layer system which has attracted great research interest due to its remarkable electronic properties. [1] [2] [3] Its honeycomb lattice can be described in terms of a sp 2 hybridized network of carbon atoms. In the reciprocal space of graphene, p z bands cross at the Fermi level, and the absence of gap is related to the equivalence of the two carbon sublattices of graphene. 1 When the two sublattices are made inequivalent, a significant modification in electronic properties of the semimetallic graphene can be expected.
Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), with a similar lattice constant but different boron and nitrogen sublattices, is suggested to be a suitable choice as a substrate to introduce the inequivalence in the graphene lattice. 4 For example, a gap with a value of ∼0.053 eV was predicted for graphene deposited on a h-BN substrate. 4 The choice of an O-terminated SiO 2 substrate was reported to introduce a finite gap of ∼0.35 eV due to a strong covalent interaction between the monolayer and the substrate. 5 Likewise, experimental results based on angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 6 found a gap of ∼0.26 eV at the K point in epitaxial graphene on a SiC substrate. However, recent experiments 7 using the C face of SiC report well-defined Dirac cone dispersion at the K point. First-principles calculations, 8 on the other hand, predict a formation of a strong graphitic-substrate bond for graphene on a (0001) 4H-SiC surface. Furthermore, theoretical calculations based on a tight-binding model have investigated the influence of electric field on the band structure of a graphene/BN bilayer, predicting an increase in its energy gap. 9 Considering that the presence of strain can also affect the electronic properties of a given system, we propose to investigate the effect of strain applied to a graphene/BN bilayer on its energy gap in the present study. We will also examine the role of interplanar interaction in determining the electronic properties of a bilayer system by comparing the results of graphene/BN with a BN bilayer system. Note that both theoretical and experimental studies have investigated the effect of intraplanar strain on the electronic properties of a graphene monolayer, reporting a shift of the Fermi crossing away from the high-symmetry k points. [10] [11] [12] The rest of the Brief Report is organized as follows: Sec. II gives the details of the computational method. Results are discussed in Sec. III, and a summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Total energy calculations were performed in the framework of the local density approximation of the exchange and correlation functional to density functional theory (LDA-DFT) as implemented in the SIESTA computational code. 13 We make use of Troullier-Martins pseudopotential 14 and double-ζ basis sets with polarization functions for all atoms. A vacuum distance of 15Å between neighboring bilayer systems was used. The calculated equilibrium configurations associated with the graphene/BN and BN bilayers are fully relaxed, with residual forces smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. It should be pointed out that the LDA-DFT method has been shown to provide a reasonably good description of the physics and chemistry of graphitic or h-BN systems, [15] [16] [17] although it underestimates the band gap of the semiconducting and ionic materials. Nevertheless strain-modulated features in the band structure of the bilayers considered are clearly demonstrated by the LDA-DFT method employed here.
The graphene/BN bilayer consists of a stacking of one BN monolayer and one graphene monolayer, both of a sp 2 -bonded hexagonal structure. Following the stacking nomenclature of graphite, we define the arrangements to be AA (i.e., C atoms are on top of either B or N atoms of the BN layer), AB (nitrogen) (i.e., one C atom is on top of a N atom and the other C atom is on top of the center of the hexagon of the BN layer), and AB (boron) (i.e., a C atom is on top of a B atom and the other C atom is on top of the center of the hexagon of the BN layer). Similarly, the stacking arrangements in a BN bilayer are AA while N I is on the center of hexagon of the second BN layer), AB (nitrogen) (i.e. ,N I is on top of N II , while B I is on the center of hexagon of the second BN layer), and AB (i.e., B I is on top of N II and N I is on top of the center of hexagon of the second BN layer). Here, the subscripts I and II refer to the atoms associated with first and second layers of BN, respectively. The stacking configurations considered for graphene/BN and BN bilayers are shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 shows a representative calculated energy surface for the graphene/BN and BN bilayers, where a variation in the interplanar separation is used to represent the strain applied to the bilayer along the vertical direction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural properties
The calculated structural parameters, namely, intraplanar bond length (i.e., near-neighbor distance R) and interplanar separation Z, together with the binding energy (E B ) of the graphene/BN and BN bilayers are given in Table I . E B is defined as the total energy of a bilayer minus the sum of total energies of the corresponding constituent monolayers. We note that monolayers of BN have been fabricated with an aim to explore their potential applications in electronics. 18, 19 For the graphene/BN bilayer, the calculated results predict the AB (boron) stacking arrangement to be energetically preferred, although the energy difference between the AB (boron) and other two is relatively small (∼0.01 eV/atom). In the equilibrium AB (boron) configuration, the interplanar spacing is 3.022Å and the intraplanar bond length (for both R B−N and R C−C ) is 1.429Å. It is to be noted here that calculations find the AB stacking configuration (R = 1.422Å, Z = 3.022Å, E B = −0.24 eV) to be energetically preferred over the AA configuration (R = 1.423Å, Z = 3.225Å, E B = −0.186 eV) for the graphene bilayer system. Our results are in agreement with previous theoretical results obtained for graphene on the h-BN substrate, where the AB (boron) stacking arrangement was found to be preferred over the other two stacking arrangements at the LDA-DFT level of theory. 4 For the BN bilayer, the AB stacking arrangement is predicted to be the optimal configuration, closely followed by the AA and AB (boron) stacking arrangements. The calculated R B−N remains nearly the same for all stacking arrangements, whereas the calculated interplanar separation does vary with the stacking arrangements. The calculated R B−N of 1.44Å for the BN bilayer is slightly different from the typical value of 1.42Å in the sp 2 network of carbon atoms. Note that the calculated R B−N of ∼1.45Å for the monolayer BN is in agreement with the results of previous theoretical studies. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The AA stacking configuration of the BN bilayer reflects the atomic arrangement of the bulk h-BN for which the experimental values of the lattice constants a and c are 2.505 and 6.662Å, respectively. 25 In the AA stacking configuration, the calculated values of a and c are 2.489 and 6.206Å, respectively, indicating that a BN bilayer system may not be appropriate to simulate the structural properties of the bulk h-BN.
B. Electronic structure
Band structures of the energetically preferred stacking arrangements for graphene/BN and BN bilayers [i.e., AB (boron) and AB for graphene/BN and BN bilayer, respectively] along the high symmetry points in k space are shown in Fig. 3 . In the graphene/BN bilayer, we find that the bands near the Fermi level have characteristic graphenelike features with linear dispersion. The degeneracy of bands at the so-called Dirac points K and K appears to be lifted, leading to an energy gap of ∼0.12 eV. This is in contrast to the case of the BN bilayer, where a direct energy gap of ∼4.3 eV at K in the k space is predicted. For the crystalline h-BN, the LDA-DFT level of theory finds a minimum indirect gap of 4.02 eV, which increases to 5.95 eV after incorporating the GW quasiparticle corrections. 26, 27 Interestingly, experimental measurements have suggested the minimum gap to be direct, with a value of 5.97 eV. 28 Our calculations, therefore, predict a large opening of the gap for an isolated bilayer graphene/BN system relative to that predicted for a graphene deposited on the h-BN bulk substrate. 4 Note that the substrate was simulated by four h-BN layers 4 with an optimum interlayer distance of 3.22Å between the graphene and the substrate. In our work, the calculated interlayer distance is 3.24Å when we use four layers to simulate BN.
The opening of energy gap in graphene/BN can be attributed to the interplanar interaction between graphene and BN monolayers. Carbon atoms in graphene appear to experience a slightly different electrostatic potential due to an inhomogeneous charge distribution present in BN, thus making them to be inequivalent. 1 This is confirmed by the valence-band charge-density plots of the constituent BN and graphene monolayers (Fig. 4) . The valence-band chargedensity contours of the BN monolayer consists of a pattern of a curved triangle, reflecting the different electronegativity of boron and nitrogen. Indeed, the charge density around nitrogen is approximately three times that around boron. In contrast, the charge contours of the graphene monolayer reveal near similarity of two carbon sublattices. On the other hand, the neutral pristine graphene bilayer bulk is gapless, 29 while a gap can be opened if the symmetry of the two carbon monolayers is broken, e.g., in the presence of a transverse electric field. 30 A large energy gap predicted for the BN bilayer is due to the partial ionic character of the chemical bond between boron and nitrogen in the lattice. In the equilibrium configuration, the interplanar interaction appears to slightly reduce the energy gap of the BN bilayer relative to that calculated (∼4.5 eV) for the BN monolayer.
C. Strain-modulated band structure
In the following, we restrict ourselves to investigate the effect of small strains ( 10%) on the band structure, considering that small strains are not likely to lead to significant distortions in the atomic arrangements in the constituent monolayers. For example, the monolayer BN is found to be slightly buckled in graphene/BN; the difference in the Z coordinate (i.e., c axis perpendicular to the plane) of B and N is ∼0.008Å, with B moving toward the graphene. The simulated pressure is perpendicular to the intraplanar C-C bonds, and the magnitude of the strain was simulated by varying the interplanar separation Z in graphene/BN and BN bilayers. Figure 5 shows the variation of the band gap at K with the strain for the graphene/BN and BN bilayers. The nature of the strain-modulated gap at K in k space for graphene/BN is significantly different from that exhibited by the BN bilayer.
For the graphene/BN bilayer, the strain increases the strength of the interaction between the constituent monolayers which, in turn, increases the energy gap at K. For the small strains considered, the relationship is predicted to be linear; the gap is ∼0.2 eV for ∼9% strain applied along the c axis. At the equilibrium configuration of graphene/BN, the upper valence band is dominated by C-p z orbitals, leading to linear dispersion of the π band near the Fermi level. A higher degree of interplanar interaction leads to somewhat flattening of the bands near the Fermi level, which can be attributed to the change in the nature of the upper valence band. Note that the projected density of states of graphene/BN (not shown here) finds an increased contribution from N-p z orbitals in forming the upper valence band with an increase in the strain.
The calculated results do not show such a drastic variation in the band gap of the BN bilayer with an increase in the strain; the band gap at K is slightly decreased for ∼10% strain relative to that for the equilibrium configuration. For the BN bilayer, the upper valence band is composed of N-p z orbitals whereas the lower conduction band is dominated by B-p z orbitals. Their positions with respect to the Fermi level remain nearly the same in k space for the small strains considered. Note that our calculated values of the c-axis compressibility in units of (10 −12 cm 2 /dyn) are 2.92 and 3.31 for graphene/BN and BN bilayers, respectively, as compared to the experimental value of 2.44 (10 −12 cm 2 /dyn) for the c-axis compressibility of the graphite crystal at 0 K.
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IV. SUMMARY
The LDA-DFT level of theory predicts the equilibrium configurations of graphene/BN and BN bilayers to be AB (boron) and AB stacking configurations, respectively. The calculated band gaps are 0.12 and 4.3 eV, respectively, for graphene/BN and BN bilayers in their energetically preferred equilibrium configurations. The strain-induced modulation of the band gap is investigated by varying the interplanar separation of the constituent monolayers. The magnitude of the band gap appears to be directly related to the strain applied perpendicular to the graphene/BN bilayer. On the other hand, the band gap of the BN bilayer remains nearly the same for the small strains considered. The increased inhomogeneity of different carbon sublattices due to a stronger interplanar interaction is the cause of larger band gaps at the higher strains applied for the graphene/BN bilayer.
